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Introduction

International Migration Law Scholar, Cholewinski succinctly stated: ‘to be an economic migrant today carries with it a stigma, in a world where barriers to voluntary international migration are growing ever higher’. Presently, international migration of athletes, coaches, and other sports professionals, are higher than past years. This increase can be attributed to the growing rate of globalisation. Xenophobia, racial vilification, workplace discrimination, amongst others are sometimes reactions towards economically motivated migration. The intensification of labour migration, and the feelings of anxiety that it has caused in host societies, has fuelled an increase in expressions of hostility against migrant workers, as well as those of foreign origin.

Migrant athletes are often targets of abuse and unfair treatment in host countries. International migrant workers’ instruments can be interpreted to exclude these categories of migrant workers, in the peculiarity of their trade. Migrant workers continue to suffer from inadequate International law protection; in spite of the existence of multifarious standards adopted by the International Federation of Association Football (FIFA) and the Union of European Association Football (UEFA) to curb unequal treatment of migrant athletes.

Research shows that sport, despite progress made in past years, migrant athletes continue to face a number of challenges related to racism and discrimination, at professional as well as at amateur level. Also, studies have also found that effective systems for monitoring and recording inequalities in sports are limited.

The United Nation has been a champion for equality since inception. The United Nations, by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, mandates ‘all persons and all nations’ to take steps to achieve a common standard for human dignity without distinction on the basis of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. The United Nations also recognises that: inherent dignity, and equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world. This mandate is further replicated in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on
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Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.\textsuperscript{11}

The United Nations ‘UN’ and the International Labour Organisation ‘ILO’ have through conventions, covenants and recommendations sought to protect the rights of persons who migrate for work. The main migrant protection instruments are: the United Nations Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 1990,\textsuperscript{12} the International Labour Organization’s Migrant Workers (Supplementary) Convention,\textsuperscript{13} and Migration for Employment Convention (Revised).\textsuperscript{14}

However, the above instruments, as comprehensive as they might seem, do not protect all migrant workers in all circumstances. They are drafted with exemption clauses that delimit their provisions and legally exclude some categories of workers from its protection, particularly from the equality provisions.

The excluded categories across the three main migrant workers equality instruments are; frontier workers\textsuperscript{15}, seafarers,\textsuperscript{16} artists and members of the liberal professions migrating on a short-term basis,\textsuperscript{17} persons migrating for training or education,\textsuperscript{18} internationally outsourced employees,\textsuperscript{19} and self-employed persons.\textsuperscript{20} These exemption clauses, I believe, fail to consider the peculiarity of the working relationships of migrant athletes.

This work is broken down into parts that examine the interaction between exemption clauses in the three major International Migrant Workers’ Instruments and international sports and athleticism. This research paper considers the challenges of vulnerability faced by migrant athletes as students or trainees,\textsuperscript{21} artists,\textsuperscript{22} short-term migrant liberal professionals,\textsuperscript{23} and outsourced employees.\textsuperscript{24}
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1. International Law and Labour Migration

International human rights law and international labour law, amongst other regimes, principally govern international labour migration. Key instruments under these regimes include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (these instruments are collectively known as the Bill of Rights), the ILO’s Migration for Employment Convention, 1949 (No. 97) and the Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143) and the United Nations’ International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families.

A. The International Bill of Rights: the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

The UDHR, ICCPR and ICESCR recognises the inherent dignity, equality and inalienable rights of all members of the human race as the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world. This presupposes equal enjoyment of human rights amongst human beings. Article 1 of the UDHR provides that “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights”. The ICCPR and ICESCR equally recognises that human rights are inherently derived from the dignity of human person.

The ideology of the equal status of migrant workers is succinctly demonstrated in the obligations of States under the International Bill of Rights. States are obligated to promote universal respect for and observance of human rights and freedom of all, nationals and non-nationals alike. This duty is invariably extended to the treatment of migrant workers within the territory of States.

Article 23 and 24 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides for human rights at work. These rights include the right to work, free choice of employment, just and favourable conditions of work, equal pay for equal work, freedom of association and
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reasonable working hours amongst other rights. These rights are replicated and elaborated upon in Articles 6, 7, and 8 of the ICESCR.

The provision of human rights at work for all workers do not necessarily provide for equality of treatment. Moreover, the Human Rights Committee of the United Nations has stated that the rights of non-citizens may be qualified by lawfully imposed limitations.\(^{36}\) For example, under the International Covenant of Social, Cultural and Political Rights, States are permitted to draw distinctions between nationals and non-nationals with respect to two categories of rights: political rights and the freedom of movement.\(^{37}\) With regard to political rights, Article 25 grants the right to participate in public affairs to only citizens, and freedom of movement, under article 12 (1) is guaranteed only for persons who are lawfully residing within the territory of a State.\(^{38}\)

Like most other international instruments, the Bill of Rights is an aspirational instrument.\(^{39}\) Its purpose is to provide for minimum standards, which States ought not to derogate from. To this end, locals and migrants can enjoy unequal conditions at work provided both enjoy their human rights at work.\(^{40}\) This can be interpreted to give States the permission to discriminate on the basis of nationality, so long as the minimum standards set by international human rights are made available to migrant workers.\(^{41}\)

The International Bill of Rights is an umbrella instrument for the protection of basic human rights of all including migrant workers. As seen above, there are limitations to the extent of exercise of some of the rights provided in the various instruments that make up the International Bill of Rights. The United Nations and the International Labour Organisation have put together instruments that provided more specific protection for migrant workers. The application of these conventions to the international labour migration in sports is considered below.

B. The United Nations’ Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 1990

The General Assembly of the United Nations upon consideration of the situation of vulnerability migrant workers constantly find themselves owing, among other things, to their absence from their State of origin and to the difficulties they may encounter arising from their presence in the State of All Migrant Workers and their Families, adopted the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and Their Families in 1990, ‘ICMW’.\(^{42}\)

This United Nations’ Convention provides for protection against discrimination in the application of the convention rights in Article 7. It mandates States to undertake to respect and ensure the convention rights of all migrant workers and their families within their territory or subject to their jurisdiction, without distinction. It goes ahead to list the prohibited grounds of discrimination to include sex, race, colour, language, religion or conviction, political or other opinion, ethnic or social origin, nationality, age, economic
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position, property, marital status, birth or other status.\textsuperscript{43} The inclusion of the analogous ground ‘other status’ allows for States to read into it, conditions otherwise unforeseen by the drafters of this convention, making the protection therein expandable.

The Convention does not seek to create new rights but to extend to migrant workers and their families; rights enshrined in other human rights based conventions of the United Nations.\textsuperscript{44} The right to equality of migrant workers with nationals of a host state is a foundational right of the convention. It is the basis upon which all other rights are set out.\textsuperscript{45} The phrase ‘all migrant workers’, presupposes the Convention’s application to migrant workers in regular and irregular migration situations.\textsuperscript{46} Legal migrant workers are provided with extra rights in part 4 of the Convention. This includes the right to freely associate, form and join trade unions, equality of treatment with nationals in relation to education, vocational guidance, training and placement, housing, social and health services, co-operatives and self managed enterprises and participation in cultural life.\textsuperscript{46}

The partitioning of the rights afforded documented migrants and undocumented migrant workers, invariably means that those of irregular migrant workers “fall below generally recognised international human rights standards”, for example the unrestricted rights to join trade unions are denied undocumented migrants because these entitlements are inextricable connected with the sovereign interest of the state of employment.\textsuperscript{49} Although the instrument on the surface appears to protect both regular and irregular migrants, in reality the extent of protection is not the same. Irregular migrant workers have considerably inferior rights to regular migrant workers.\textsuperscript{50} While this may be logical to curb influx of irregular migrants, it doesn't deny the fact that undocumented migrant workers continue to enjoy institutionally sanctioned second class or even third class status.\textsuperscript{51} Unfortunately the disparities between these treatments have not presented enough incentive for States to ratify it.\textsuperscript{52}

Nevertheless, the ICMW illustrates the awareness by the international community of the hazards and hardship encountered by migrant workers and its aspirations to find solutions.\textsuperscript{53} The Convention envisages the rights of migrant workers not only in countries of employment but also in states of transit, states of origin and state of habitual residence.\textsuperscript{54} It also goes further to provide a large number of rights; including diplomatic protection,\textsuperscript{55}
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information, transfer of funds, political rights and exemption from import or export duties. The ingenuity of the Convention expressed in its innovative provisions however does not preclude failings.

The lack of the right to free choice of employment has been a source of concerns for international labour migration specialist and civil societies seeking to promote equal treatment and protect the right of migrant workers. This is why it is mildly shocking to see that free choice of employment and family reunification diminished to recommendations, instead of the rights they ought to be. The extent of protection afforded to this right falls below that provided for by the ILO Conventions on migrant workers. The instruments of the ILO will be discussed in more details later on in this essay. The classification of the right to access to housing for migrant workers, access to free choice employment and family reunification (there are no rights to stay or to naturalization under the ICMW) has been argued to prevent migrant workers from planning a secure life in the states of employment.

Apart from the above-mentioned shortcomings of the ICMW, Article 3 provides a list of migrants, who although may be engaged in some sort of employment relationship, are exempted from the application of the convention and its protections. This includes self employed persons migrating as investors, persons who have migrated for training or study purposes. This leaves athletes who are invited by Universities, Colleges or Tertiary Institutions to migrate to engage in sporting activities and training while actively enrolled as students, usually under sport or elite scholarship schemes with no protection under the ICMW. This is despite the profound nature of migrant athleticism at college level, and prominent factors that suggest that these athletes are in employment relationships with these institutions. Later part of this research will elaborate on the vulnerability of college athletes turned employees.

C. International Labour Organisation Migrant Workers Conventions

The International Labour Organisation as the apex body for regulating and promoting decent working conditions developed two conventions to cater for the rights of migrant workers; ILO Migration for Employment Convention ‘ILO 97’ and the ILO Convention Concerning Migrations in Abusive Conditions and the Promotion of Equality of Opportunity and Treatment of Migrant Workers, 1975 ‘ILO 143’. Convention 97 focuses on the standards applicable to the recruitment of migrants for employment and their conditions of work in the host country. ILO 143 deals with surreptitious migration and acknowledges the rights of irregular migrants. These two conventions undoubtedly make progress with respect to the
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promotion of the equal treatment of migrant workers with their national counterparts.  

Under both migrant workers convention of the ILO, the rights of undocumented or irregular migrants are less favorably catered for.  

Convention 97 caters for the rights of migrants lawfully residing in the state of employment. Convention 143 extends its protection to migrant workers in irregular situations, however this protection is limited only to rights relating to past employment ‘as regards remuneration, social security, and other benefits’. It also requires State to respect the basic human rights of all migrant workers, but these protections do not include the right to equal opportunity and the treatment provided to migrants legally present in the host State.

i. **ILO Convention 97 and 143 and International Migrant Athletes**

The International Labour Organisations Convention 97 provides for treatment of lawful migrant workers in a manner ‘no less favourable’ than that which applies to nationals without discrimination as to nationality, race, religion or sex, in respect of a broad range of rights. These work rights include equality as to remuneration, hours of work, overtime arrangements, holidays with pay, minimum age for employment, freedom of association and collective bargaining, and also covers condition of accommodation.  

The provisions of Article 11 of Convention 97 limit the extent of rights guaranteed to migrant workers under the Convention. Article 11 excludes certain categories of workers from the application of the convention. The exempt categories are self-employed, frontier workers, short-term entry of members of the liberal professions and artistes and seamen.

The later 1975 Convention 143 improved on the rights of Convention 97 in the sense that its protection is extended to legal and illegal migrants. The protections available in convention 97 are replicated in convention 143. ILO convention 143 is broader in personal and material scope. This convention was adopted as a response to the irregular migration following the stop on migration to Western Europe following the oil crisis of the early 1970s. The convention therefore mandates States to ensure the protection of the basic human rights of all migrant workers: legal or illegal. However, Part II of the convention is dedicated to the rights of only lawful migrant workers. That section guarantees equality of opportunity, treatment and integration in host societies.

Convention 143 goes on to provide for the right of geographic mobility and free choice of employment for lawful migrants, in Article 14(a). It provides for a two-year window, within which States can restrict the employment of migrant workers with legal migration status. The liberal provisions of convention 143 as it relates to irregular migrants is perhaps unattractive to states, hence its slow paced ratification. The number of states that
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have ratified this convention from inception till date remains below 30.86

While Convention 143 provides a wider range of rights for migrant workers on one hand, it exempts more categories of workers that Convention 97 on the other hand. Part II of the convention which relates to equality of opportunity and treatment, goes further to State in Article 11 that the definition of migrant worker for the purpose of the convention excludes frontier workers,87 artistes and members of the liberal profession who have migrated on short term basis,88 seamen,89 persons coming specifically for purposes of training or education90 and employees of organisations or undertakings operating within the territory of a country who have been admitted temporarily to that country at the request of their employer to undertake specific duties or assignments, for a limited and defined period of time, and who are required to leave that country on completion of their duties or assignments. These are two categories of exemptions more than Convention 97.91

For the purpose of analyzing the vulnerability of athletes under these conventions, the focus will be on Articles 11 (2)(b) of the convention 97; the exclusion of members of liberal professions migrating on a short-term basis. This category is replicated in Convention 143 and will be discussed together. The possibility of Articles 11 (2)(d) and (e) of Convention 143 to impact on athletes adversely will be discussed. Article 11 (2)(d) exempts persons migrating specifically for training or education. This exemption can effectively be applied to exclude international students who also partake in sporting activities, from the scope of application of the convention. This raises concerns for college or elite athletes, who are even now more than ever argued to be employees of host institution.

a. Athletes as Artists or Liberal Professionals Migrating on Short-Term Basis

i. Athletes as Liberal Professionals

According to iXOPOS,92 liberal professions are those occupations that traditionally serve the public interest rather than their own commercial benefit.93 The European Commission has equally defined liberal professions to be occupations that require special training.94 Athletes can therefore be described as members of a liberal profession, due to the expertise and training involved in professional sports.95

Furthermore, liberal professionals have been characterized by the Charter of Liberal Professionals,96 as people willing to accept responsibilities and serve the common good, provide personal, reliable, independent and high quality services, and who invest in training. There is no gain saying that athletes tick all the boxes in terms of upholding the
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values of liberal professionals, as set out in the Charter of Liberal Professionals. 97

ii. Athletes as Artists

Athleticism is a form of art in my opinion and a former athlete who echoed this views was NBA star Charles Barkley, in a famous Nike Air commercial of the 1990s. 98 In this advert Charles stated athletes be looked up to for entertainment, which they are paid for and nothing more. A study between members of the Australian Ballet School and the Victorian Institute of Sports have found more similarities between training methods in dancing and sports than anticipated or acknowledged. 99

I strongly agree with the argument of Wolfgeng Welsch of the Friedrich-Schiller University, Germany. In his works 'Sport - Viewed Aesthetically and even as an Art’, he examines the evolution of sports and art and the overlapping characteristics and came to the conclusion that 'Sport is one kind of art [and] Art (in the usual sense) is another one. 100

[S]port has developed striking new affinities with aesthetics. This is obvious from the new style of sport clothing (some athletes, like Carl Lewis [and Tim Cahill], have in the meantime even become professional fashion designers), the increased attention to the aesthetic element in performance (even the alteration of rules today is often motivated by aesthetic considerations), through to the spectators' aesthetic delight - sport having become a show for the amusement of the entertainment society… aesthetic perfection is not incidental to sporting success, but intrinsic to it. What is decisive for the sporting success is perfect performance. And it is this feature, above all, which is aesthetically appreciated in sport.

In line with the view that Sport is a form of art and athletes invariably artists, Boris Godzinevski; a sports and society correspondent for Bleacher Report had this to say;

Professional sport is entertainment, it is also good exercise for us regular Joes, but for the men and women who are paid millions to play a game, it is almost an art form. 101

Moreover, Athletes are increasingly becoming subject to legal issues that were once reserved for performing artists. 102 Publicity or right of publicity characterizes the performing art industry, 103 and entities in the industry gain value from their associations with these professionals. The endorsement contracts derived from the publicity of entertainers bring about intellectual property concerns. 104 Tom Brady, MVP quarterback for the New England Patriots, had an endorsement deal with General Motors that allowed the company to use his likeness and image. General Motors however continued adverts featuring Brady even after the end of the contract. This led to a dispute that was reportedly settled. 105

The aesthetical, transient and itinerant nature of athlete’s career is deserving of recognition and protection by the International Labour Organisation.
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iii. The pitfall of the ‘short-term’ proviso

Conventions 97 and 143 do not exempt artist and liberal professionals in its entirety. The down side of this exemption is the qualification of the duration of migration embarked upon. The ILO Conventions exempt liberal professionals migrating on short-term basis, the duration of what qualifies as ‘short-term’ is undefined. This is where the problem lies for athletes.

In professional sports, it is quite common to find players who migrate internationally for sports on short-term contracts. On the 31st of October 2014, former United States of America national team mainstream Oguchi Onyewu signed a short-term contract with Charlton Athletic, an English championship side. The contract is for duration of 3 months, to last up till January 2015. Although FIFA contracting guidelines advocates for season-long contracts, football contracts vary in length in reality.

In August 2009, French-Algerian national team winger, Hameur Bouazza, signed for Turkish Super Lig side Sivasspor on the 18th of August 2013. On 23rd August 2009, 5 days and one game after the commencement of his contract, he left Sivasspor. One the 1st of September 2009 he was signed on to Blackpool Football Club in England. Another example of a short-term contract in soccer or world football, was that of Rory Fallon, a New Zealand international, who was signed on by Yeovil Town Football Club of Somerset, England for a month from 2 August, 2011 up till 31st August 2011.

The Rugby league is not left out of the impermanency of sporting contracts. In September 2014, London’s Saracens Football Club of the Rugby Football Union signed Thiel Phil, an American rugby player on a short-term contract. Thiel Phil was engaged to provide a short-term cover for Sakaran’s Schalk Brits, who was on international duty with South Africa at the Rugby Championship.

Argentina’s basketball first division; the Liga Nacional has sixteen teams in total across the country. Each team is granted a limit of three of foreign players each year, who are more officially known as “import players.” A majority of the import players come from the United States of America and cut across professional players and those who come right out of university leagues.

Pecuniary interest has been credited as a major inspiration for basketball players to migrate to Argentina. It has equally been blamed for promoting precarious engagements of players. Argentine club sides are reluctant to engage import players on long-term basis because of the cost of maintaining that contract; in essence, short-term playing contracts are more popular for migrant basketball players. Usually for 3 months.

Hakeem Rollins, a 28-year-old professional basketball player from the United States currently playing for the Paraná-based Centro Juventud Sionista club, one of the top
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teams in Argentina’s A category in the Liga Nacional,\textsuperscript{116} had this to say about the transient nature of player’s contract and the difference in the rules of engagement for migrant players:

It’s very common for players to have short contracts or switch teams. Foreign players get changed all the time. The Argentines have guaranteed contracts and are signed for a whole year. I mean, we signed real contracts, but the team can release you at any time, for whatever reason they want. That’s kinda [sic] how it is down here.

There was a guy playing for another team in Corrientes for four years, and this year was his fifth year. They changed coaches and the new coach didn’t really like him as a player. The guy played hard, played well but just didn’t get a lot of touches, so around Christmas time - halfway through the season - they let him go. He didn’t do anything wrong, they just didn’t want him anymore.

These examples are pointers to the frequency of short-term migration in athletics. The precarious nature of this kind of migration exposes migrant athletes to unfair treatment as seen in Argentina. If it is the intention of International labour migration regime to Law to protect the working rights of workers, including protection from arbitrary termination of employment contracts and provide equality of opportunity of employment, then short-term migrant athletes, like migrant athletes must be considered as a vulnerable group worthy of protection.

\textit{b. Student Athletes as Migrant Workers}

Article 7 of the ICMW excludes persons who have migrated for training or education purposes. College athletics is considered non-professional, collegiate and university-level competitive sports and games requiring physical skill and the systems of training that prepare athletes for competition performance.\textsuperscript{117} Competitive sport was originally ‘employed to improve discipline, health, and appetite while keeping students away from illicit activities when not in the classroom’.\textsuperscript{118} The dynamics of college athletics has since changed; it is now considered an important part of sports. Scientific research has concluded that it takes a minimum of 10 years and 10,000 hours of training for a talented athlete to reach elite levels.\textsuperscript{119} It becomes imperative to develop and groom certain skills for success in athletics at a relatively young age\textsuperscript{120} staring at puberty.\textsuperscript{121} College athletics is now seen as a breeding ground for professional athletes\textsuperscript{122} as against a supplement for studies.\textsuperscript{123}

Sports labour migration research has explored the international movement of athletes in a number of sporting contexts including the collegiate division.\textsuperscript{124} In the 2008-2009 academic year of the United States of America, the National Collegiate Athletic Association reported that there were over 10,000 aliens participating in Division-I
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athletics, with some sports having as high as 36.8% of international migrant athletes participation. These athletes are grouped into typologies by eminent researchers in the field of athletic labour migration, Joseph Maguire and Magee and Sugden: They may be mercenaries, nomadic cosmopolitans, settlers, returnees, exiled, expelled or simply ambitionists; none of these typologies of migrant athletes are mutually exclusive or set on stone. According to the grouping migrant athletes can be said to be ambitionist and may or may not become settlers.

Sports can be a lot of things, including a unifying factor, but it is first a competition and college sport is no exception. This is why it is not surprising that colleges aim to recruit the best talents for their teams and go as far as offering scholarships to students who possess exceptional sporting skills. A talented student in a recognised sport is considered an asset to the school, usually universities or colleges. The combination of the passion of ambitionist migrant athletes and coaches with equal ambition to win appears to be a perfect blend for college sports. According to Baylor’s men’s tennis coach Matt Knoll in a press conference in Kansas City, United States, ‘if you do not recruit overseas, you are taking yourself out of a major market’.

Local coaches have attributed their preference for International Students to play sport to the competition in the industry for ‘first tier’ college talents. Students who are exceptional at sports usually proceed to join ‘ivy league’ teams, leaving other teams to make do of the remainder ‘third tier talents’. These other teams in return expand their search for talents to include international students. In the 1981 NCAA track and field championships for example, the University of Texas, El Paso won with 64points. If International Students were to be excluded and all else remained the same, their team score would have been 12points. This exemplifies the mutually beneficial relationship between international students and college coaches who recruit them. The need to fulfill an ambition and get better quality of life and pay on the part of the students and the need to win by all means possible including cross border recruitment on the part of the college coaches.

**ii. Collegiate Athletes as Employees**

In January 2014, football players of Northwestern University petitioned the National Labour Relations Board to form a union. The National Collegiate Athletic Association ‘NCAA’ disagreed with the petition, arguing that student-athletes are not employees under federal laws of the United States of America. Marc Edelman, Professor of Sports Law at the City University of New York, United States of America in concluding that college athletes are
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employees of Universities listed the time devoted to training; typically 43.3 hours a week (more time than they spent on academic activities, and more than a typical U.S. worker spends on his profession) as a pointer to an employment relationship. He canvassed that the NCAA requires students to miss classes for nationally televised games that bring in revenue. Adding that the NCAA’s basketball tournament affects more than six hours of classes, and in some cases college athletes miss up to a quarter of all class days during their spring semester. These factors establish control over the hours of athletes and the relinquishment of educational goals to play these sports. Supporting this proposition is the fact that there are instances where coaches regulate the ‘out-of-training’ behavior of the student athletes including their communications on social media platforms.

Edelman went further to dissect the management of the revenue generated form college sport as a pointer to the fact that student athletes are engaged in the ‘business’ of the University. As of 2014, the NCAA produces nearly $11 Billion in annual revenue for college sports and individual university report up to $143.3 Million in athletic revenues. Much of these revenues are not reinvested into classroom education. College coaches are the highest paid public official in 40 out of 50 states of the United States of America. The athletes themselves do not merely play a sport of leisure. They are often core members of their Universities or colleges’ marketing team, capitalizing on their fan base to recruit students into their institution. In summary, college athletes are the labour force behind a lucrative secondary industry in hosting organized sporting events.

In April 2014, The National Labour Relations Board ‘NLRB’ per Peter Sung Ohr ruled that college athletes of Northwestern University were indeed employees of the university. The decision of the board found that the athletes in question spent from 40-50 hours a week on football related activities for the duration of the regular and bowl season, and have a virtual year-round commitment to the program, and thus were in a relationship akin to that of employment. The NLRB Chicago regional director in arriving at the decision also considered the commercial value or the athlete’s work and the demands placed on a college athlete.

Northwestern university argued that the athletes were first students, then athletes and so cannot qualify as employees. They went ahead to rely on the NLRB ruling of 2004 that students who also acted as teaching assistants while completing their studies were not employees. The National Labour Relations board rejected this argument stating that the dynamics of both scenarios where different, mainly because the duty of a teaching assistant is not as farfetched from that of a student, compared to an athlete.

In a more recent development, Samantha Sackos, a University of Houston women’s soccer player from 2010-11 through 2013-14 has sued the NCAA and every Division I schools for violating the wage-and-hour provisions of the Fair Labour Standards Act. The
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plaintiff alleges that student athletes meet the criteria for recognition as temporary employees of NCAA Division 1 Member Schools under the Fair Labour Standards Act and as such are required by law to pay student athletes at least the federal minimum wage. The plaintiff argues that athletes engage in non-academic performance for nonacademic credit in athletic competition.\textsuperscript{147} Student athletes, in preparing for these competitions perform longer and more rigorous hours under strict supervision by full-time staff. The results of these training confer tangible and intangible benefits in Division 1 schools.\textsuperscript{148} The suit was brought before on behalf of all NCAA Division athletes in men and women’s sports and it seeks unpaid wages for athletes and an injunction against the NCAA and schools.\textsuperscript{149}

The situation in the United States of America is not that different from that in Australia. There are strong grounds to support the conclusion that Australian Institute of Sports’ ‘AIS’ athletes are employees through the application of the multi-factor test expanded upon by the High Court of Australia in 	extit{Hollis v Vabu},\textsuperscript{150} to an assessment of the AIS elite scholarship agreement.

\textit{iii. Australian Scholarship Athletes}

There are strong grounds to support the conclusion that AIS athletes are employees through the application of the multi-factor test to an assessment of the agreement.\textsuperscript{151} Principal indicia of employment relationships are present; high level of control (including media and public communications),\textsuperscript{152} the requirement to participate in public relations activities, remuneration which includes accommodation provision or accommodation allowances, coaching, sports medicine services, travel and accommodation expenses, and career development and education services.\textsuperscript{153} Additionally, the AIS supply training facilities and training and competition equipment, and a mandate to provide work personally by the athlete, consistent with the role of an employer under an employment relationship.\textsuperscript{154} ‘The difficulty in propounding this conclusion with any great certainty is that the application of the multi-factor test remains an impressionistic assessment and not a mechanistic exercise. Nevertheless, the terms of the agreement lend little support for an alternative conclusion.’\textsuperscript{155}

c. Outsourced Migrant Athletes

ILO Convention 143 excludes internationally outsourced athletes from its protection by exempting employees of organisations or undertakings operating within the territory of a country who have been admitted temporarily to that country at the request of their employer to undertake specific duties or assignments, for a limited and defined period of time, and who are required to leave that country on the completion of their duties or assignments.\textsuperscript{156}

This can adversely affect athletes who migrate via transfer systems. International transfer of athletes between employers in sports is quite common, probably most common in
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football. This is the action taken whenever a player under contract moves between clubs.\textsuperscript{157} Sport teams essentially trade existing player contracts under the transfer system.\textsuperscript{158} This can function in a similar manner to player trades, where teams offer another player on their squad as part of the compensation, but some players in bargaining their contracts can include a ‘do not trade clause’ to prevent such transfers.\textsuperscript{159} Transfer rules is one way of restricting the free movement of players.\textsuperscript{160} Restraint of trade in athletics is beyond the scope of this paper and therefore will not be considered in further details.

International transfer of players often takes the form of loans. This is when an athlete moves temporarily to play for a club or sport organisation whilst maintaining a contract of engagement with his former club.\textsuperscript{161} This is a temporary transfer can be with or without financial indemnity depending on the agreement of parties.\textsuperscript{162} This kind of practice is quite common in football for players who want to get more playing time. Loan deals may last from a few weeks to all season-long and can also be for a few seasons in world soccer.\textsuperscript{163} Australian football league recognises temporary transfers for only one season, any player wishing to elongate such transfer must sign a fresh contract.\textsuperscript{164}

Transfers and loans are as common in Athletics as it is in other sports. Transfers in this field of sports can be internationally and not confined only to local transfer between athletic organisations. The European Union, for instance is giving sufficient attention to international athletic transfers.\textsuperscript{165} Its policy document "Developing the European Dimension in Sport" (European Commission, 2011) emphasizes its support for a thorough review of sport transfers\textsuperscript{166} from both a legal, social and an economic point of view of European sports club.\textsuperscript{167}

\textit{v. Why should the United Nations and the International Labour Organisation care?}

International transfer in football especially has garnered a lot of attention. International player loaning and global scouting accounts for the success of some sports entrepreneurs.\textsuperscript{168} International player loans are a way of sourcing for talented players to better the lot of a team, and have sometime led to the rise of a second tier team to become a first tier team.\textsuperscript{169} This practice is similar to that which John Bale referred to as ‘the brawn drain; where American universities scout for talents abroad to enable them stand a better chance at winning. The difference is the international loaning system is more transient than international collegiate
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students usually do not have subsisting contracts with any team, which they must return to, at the point of recruitment.

One challenge posed by international loaning in football in Europe for example is the lack of restriction as to the number of loans a club can make per time. This is different from the rules governing domestic player loans. Domestic players are limited to 5 per game or time sheet for any individual match, and there is further restriction on the number of domestic loan players a team can have per season. This restriction is for all domestic players transferring from leagues governed by a football association including the football league, premier league, the football conference, northern premier league, Isthmian league and southern league.

This kind of practice while it may be perceived to treat international loan players favourably but may in effect spur racism and xenophobia towards them, thereby putting them in a more vulnerable situation. This practice of international players loaning flourishes the business of sports entrepreneurs who ‘buy’ international athletes, usually from developing nations and then ‘sell’ them on at a high profit. On the other hand it equally frustrates coaches of teams who are unable to afford international players on loan. In effect the football league rules allow a full team made up of international loan players to play against a team with limited domestic loan players. Without conceding that international loan players are better at the game than domestic players, Ian Holloway the manager of Crystal Palace Football Club in England, expressed his frustration at the inequality it causes among teams; the volume of loan signings is ludicrous…we are only allowed to borrow two from the same team in this country. Unlimited abroad? That gives a license to people to buy English clubs and chuck all their players over here and have a reserve team.

No doubt, migrant athletes brought into this kind of hostile environment without proper protection are being set up for unfair treatment and unjustified stigmatization that comes with migrating for employment.

Additionally, the United Nations ought to recognise the need to protect student athletes for two main reasons. First, the engagement relationship of these students is gradually metamorphosing into full blown employment relationships as can be seen by the trend in the United States and Australia. Students are increasingly engaging in employment relationships, more now in the age of globalization and popularity of vicarious employment. A high percentage of these students are migrants, and do not qualify for protection under national employment laws. The Fair Work Act for example provides for protection of all categories of workers from adverse action in the course of an employment relationship. Adverse action in this sense relates to freedom to exercise work rights and freedom from discrimination. However, other salient positions of the act do not apply to workers in precarious form of employment, an example of such provision is the Unfair Dismissal provision.

In Sports, especially at college level, the presence of migrant students cannot be denied. Danish women’s league for example, is reported to have started recruitment of foreign players since as far back as 1990 when FC Women signed its first foreign players. Since then more and more clubs have welcomed the migration of athletes to participate in their clubs with the aim of getting or remaining at the top of the Danish women league. Club
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leaders have also recognised the disadvantage their provincial city location poses for recruitment and keeping the best Danish players. Clubs sometimes have better chances recruiting better players internationally than convincing a Dane to move to the provincial city. Coaches in the Danish league have also emphasized that migrant players ‘usually brought professional attitudes to the clubs, are very competitive and have a gene for winning’.

The expanding population of migrant student athletes is not without its disadvantages. The media and parents, for hindering the development of young Danish talents through its recruitment of foreign players, often critique Danish clubs. This has led to xenophobic treatment against foreign players. The situation is not different in America. At the end of the first-round East regional game played in Pittsburgh between Kansas State University and the University of Southern Mississippi in March 2012, KSU freshman point guard Angel Rodriguez shot free throws with seconds left in the game, he was met with a barrage of racist chants of “Where is your green card?” by members of the USM band. Rodriguez is Puerto Rican. The NCAA has tolerated other forms of racism at games, such as racist mascots and chants that degraded Indigenous culture by fans at Florida State and the University of Illinois.

To exclude migrant athletes from the protection of the United Nations and International Labour Organisation is to exert great injustice on this category of workers.

Conclusion

Globalization has influenced employment relationships worldwide, increasing the rate of casual and precarious working arrangements. Athletes are not left out from the scourge of globalization. This means global talent hunt for elite/college sports, short-term contracts or transfer loans for athletes are more common now than they were when the instruments in question were enacted. A revisit to these provisions of the ILO 97 and 143 conventions and the United Nations Migrant Workers Conventions should be made to ensure protection for athletes on transfer loans, short term migrant athletes and college athletes.

The exemption provisions of the ICMW, ILO 97 and 143 are qualifications that negate the equality protection of the conventions. Discrimination, like equality, is indivisible. If some rights are granted to migrant workers and others refused, discrimination subsists. Therefore, if the grant of rights is effectively made subject to a qualification, there can be no genuine equality. In the global campaign against discrimination and bias, the United Nations and the International Labour Organisation cannot afford to have such lacunas in their instruments, capable of defeating the very purpose of the instruments.

It may be argued that standards to promote equality and eliminate discrimination are embedded in ILO convention 111 of 1958 concerning discrimination in respect of employment and occupation and in its accompanying recommendation 111, but these instruments do not protect against discrimination based on nationality. This was recognised and moves were made to correct this abnormally in drafting Convention 143 but as discussed earlier, the loopholes present in this convention leaves migrant workers wanting for protection. The Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions ‘CEAR’ has recognised that [Athletes as] migrant workers are more likely to be victims of prejudice and other unfavourable attitudes in their workplace’ and countries of engagement as a result of
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discriminatory laws. It is therefore surprising to have a convention that claims to protect the rights of migrant workers on one hand, and limits that protection with its exemptions on the other hand.
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